The fountain is between a maze and the café house; in front there is a fun house and behind there is a restaurant. Behind the restaurant there is a tree house. There is a water slide and in front there is the maze. On the left of the fun house there are the bumper cars and on the right there is a tunnel of love. Behind the tunnel of love there is a café house and behind the café house there is a roller coaster.
Park Rules:

- Buy a Ticket,
- Follow the Rules...
- Have Fun!

- You can swim in the river.
- You can ride a bike.
- You can’t swim in the water slide.
- You can’t have a picnic.
- You can’t camp.
- You can drink alcoholic drinks.
- You can’t smoke.
In my park there is a fantastic fun house in front of the picnic site and a maze in front of the lake. The lake is next to the fountain and there is a camping site behind the cotton candy booth; there is a swimming pool in front of the pop corn booth and a tunnel of love in the river.

The internet zone is next to the river and the bumper cars are in front of the rodeo. The bumper boats are on the left of the fountain and the skate board park is on the right of the circus.

In my park there are handicapped facilities.
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Park Rules:

- You can't ride on the grass.
- Don't smoke in the fun house.
- Don't throw away the garbage.

- You can swim in the river
- You can ride a bike.
- You can have a picnic.
- You can camp.
There is a ticket booth on the right of the entry. There are handicapped facilities. There is a kennel on the left of the entry. There are many trees. There is a ferris wheel. There is a fun house next to the aquarium. There are many toilets. There is a cotton candy booth behind the ticket booth. There is a rodeo behind the trampoline. There is a water slide in front of the popcorn booth. There are bumper boats next to the water slide.
Park Rules:

- You can swim with the dolphins
- You can have picnics
- You can leave your animals in the kennel
- You can take photos
- You can't camp
- You can't go to the roller coaster, if you are under five.
- You can't drink at the pool
In the middle there is a fairy castle; on the left there is a petting farm. Behind the castle there is a lake with a monster. Near the lake there is a haunted house. Behind the haunted house there is Jurassic Museum. Far from the Jurassic Museum there is a roller coaster. In front of the roller coaster there is a water slide and in front there is the petting farm. There is a tunnel of love in a small river and behind there are the bumper boats. Far away there are many shops and a video games room.
Park Rules:

- Don’t smoke.
- Don’t swim in the river.
- Don’t put rubbish on the ground.
- Don’t drink alcoholic drinks.

- You can swim in the lake.
- You can bring your dog.
There is a big aquarium in front of the main gate.
There is a jurassic museum on the right of the fun house.
There is a ferris wheel in front of the water slide.
There is a roller coaster next to the skateboard park.
There is a petting farm near a big fountain.
The fountain is in front of the ferris wheel.
Park Rules:

- **Prohibition**
  - Don’t feed the dolphins
  - Don’t touch anything in the jurassic museum
  - You can’t bring dogs in the park.

- **Permission**
  - You can take photos
  - You can smoke
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In my fave park there are bumper cars in front of a haunted house and, on the right, there is a restaurant. On the left of the haunted house there is an aquarium and behind the aquarium there is a fountain; it is between the bumper boats and a tunnel of love. The swimming pool is on the left of the shops and the shops are on the left of the ferris wheel. The petting farm is on the right of the restaurant.
Park Rules:

- You can't walk on the grass
- Don't smoke
- Don't fight on the trampoline
- Don't shout

- You can swim in the fountain
- You can bring dogs
- You can take photos
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There are many shops on the left of the entry. There is a popcorn booth on the right of the restaurants. There is a big fountain on the right of the entry. There is a big fun house. There is a roller coaster in front of the bumper boats. There are many toilets and a café house.
Park Rules:

- You can't swim in the fountain
- You can't smoke
- Don't take photos
- Don't drink alcoholic drinks

- You can use cell phones
- You can ride a bike
- Leave your dog in the kennel
- Buy a ticket
There are bumper cars next to a café house. There is a roller coaster between the internet zone and a haunted house. There are bumper boats behind the ghost train. The café house is next to the maze. There is a magician. There is a tree house between a video games room and the petting farm. There is a tunnel of love behind a restaurant. There is a water slide.
Park Rules:

- You can't take drinks or food to the water slide.
- You can't leave rubbish on the ground.
- You can't speak in the tunnel of love.
- You can't walk on the grass.
- You can't swim in the water slide.
- Don't take photos of the animals.

- You can play football.
- You can ride a bike.
- You can use cell phones.
There is a video games room. There is a pop corn booth. There is a swimming pool with a water slide. There is a big fountain in the middle of the park. There are bumper boats. There is a small lake with a big monster. There is a very big roller coaster, there is a fun house and a ferris wheel, too.
Park Rules:

- You can drive
- You can use the internet zone
- You can take photos
- You can't smoke
- Don't bring dogs
- Don't drink alcoholic drinks
There are many big shops. There is a roller coaster; it's very funny. There is a small swimming pool. There are many WC. There is a fun house on the left of the tree house. There is a fantastic jurassic museum. There is a skateboard park in front of the bumper boats. There is a maze. There is a very high ferris wheel.
Park Rules:

- You can climb up the tree house.
- You can swim in the pool.
- Be polite.
- Be careful with the animals
- You can't play sports
- You can't camp
- Don't smoke
- Don't drink alcoholic drinks